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Abstract
We propose a nonlocal operator method for solving partial differential equations (PDEs).
The nonlocal operator is derived from the Taylor series expansion of the unknown field,
and can be regarded as the integral form “equivalent” to the differential form in the sense
of nonlocal interaction. The variation of a nonlocal operator is similar to the derivative of
shape function in meshless and finite element methods, thus circumvents difficulty in the
calculation of shape function and its derivatives. The nonlocal operator method is consistent
with the variational principle and the weighted residual method, based on which the residual
and the tangent stiffness matrix can be obtained with ease. The nonlocal operator method
is equipped with an hourglass energy functional to satisfy the linear consistency of the
field. Higher order nonlocal operators and higher order hourglass energy functional are
generalized. The functional based on the nonlocal operator converts the construction of
residual and stiffness matrix into a series of matrix multiplications on the nonlocal operators.
The nonlocal strong forms of different functionals can be obtained easily via support and
dual-support, two basic concepts introduced in the paper. Several numerical examples are
presented to validate the method.
Keywords: dual-support, nonlocal operators, hourglass energy functional, nonlocal strong
form, variational principles, weighted residual method
1. Introduction
In the field of solving PDEs numerically, many methods have been proposed, which
include finite element method [1], Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) [2], Diffusive
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Element Method (DEM) [3], Element-Free Galerkin (EFG) method [4], Reproducing Kernel
Particle Method (RKPM) [5], Partition of Unity Methods (PUM) [6], Generalized Finite
Element Method (GFEM) [7], hp clouds (HPC) [8], finite point method [9], Generalized
Finite Difference Method (GFDM) [10], the reproducing kernel collocation method [11, 12],
Peridynamics [13, 14], etc. Smoothed particle hydrodynamics developed by Lucy [2] in 1977
and Gingold and Monaghan [15] estimates a function on support domain by the kernel
approximation. In order to overcome the difficulty of discrete SPH of failing to reproduce
constant fields, some other meshless methods have been proposed, two of the most famous
methods are Moving Least Squares (MLS) and RKPM. The objective of MLS is to obtain
an approximation based on the nodes in support, but with high accuracy and high order
of completeness. Further developments are made in the Element-Free Galerkin method
by Belytschko et al [4] and the RKPM proposed by Liu et al [5] by increasing the order of
completeness of the approximation. More review of meshless methods, we refer to [16, 17].
It is well known that the difficulty in solving PDEs arises from the differential operators,
while the handling of other non-differential terms is relatively easy. How to describe the
different differential operators is the central topic for different methods, including the mesh-
less method, finite element method, finite difference method. The finite element method
and meshless method use the shape function to interpolate the field value by the unknown
nodal values, i.e. uh(xa) = Nb(xa)ub, where Nb(xa) is the shape function, ub is the nodal
value. The differential operators correspond to the derivatives of the shape function, while
the non-differential terms relate to the shape function. In certain cases, the construction of
the shape function is complicated, let along the derivative calculation of the shape function.
In this sense, it is desirable to jump into the derivatives directly while ignoring the shape
functions. On the other hand, the method baseds on the local differential operator con-
fronts inconveniences or difficulties when its definition does not exist for problems involving
strong/weak discontinuity. For these problems, many meshless methods or finite element
methods (i.e. extended finite element method [18]) need special treatment to construct the
shape function and to calculate the derivatives of the shape function. To circumvent the dif-
ficulties in methods based on local differential operators, many nonlocal theories have been
proposed, among which include the nonlocal continuum field theories for different physical
fields [19], peridynamics [20], nonlocal integral form for plasticity and damage [21] and non-
local vector calculus [22], to name a few. The nonlocal theory is based on the integral form
with a finite intrinsic length scale, while the definition of a local differential operator is based
on the intrinsic length scale approaching infinitesimal. Peridynamics proposed by Silling [20]
reformulates the elasticity theory into the integral form to account for the long range forces,
which overcomes the difficulty to define the local derivatives for fractures. Comparing with
the local theory, nonlocal theory not only has well-poseness in numerical aspect, but also
approaches the real physical process better with an intrinsic length scale [19, 20, 21].
Mathematically, a nonlocal equation is a relation for which the information about the
value of the function far from that point is required, in contrast with the differential equa-
tions describing relations between the values of an unknown function and its derivatives
of different orders. One common scenario for nonlocal equation is the equation involving
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integral operators, i.e.
du
dt
(t, x) =
∫
Ω
(u(t, y)− u(t, x))k(x, y)dy, (1)
for some kernel k, the integral operator is termed as nonlocal operator.
Another example is the nonlocal second-order scalar “elliptic boundary-value” problem,
L(u)(x) := 2
∫
Ω
(u(x′)− u(x))k(x,x′)dx′ = b(x) in Ω, (2)
augmented with nonlocal “Dirichlet” or “Neumann” boundary condition, where k(x,x′) is
the kernel function [22, 23]. The corresponded local form of Eq.2 is the second-order scalar
elliptic boundary-value problem,
−∇ · (D(x) · ∇u(x)) = b(x) in Ω,
with Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions on the boundary ∂Ω, where D is a symmet-
ric, positive definite, second-order tensor, b a scalar-valued data function. When the length
scale decreases to 0, the nonlocal form degenerates to the local form [23].
In the nonlocal equation, a point interacts with another point of finite distance, the
intensity of interaction is related to the difference of field values of two points as indicated
in Eq.1 and Eq.2. The definition of the differential operator in PDEs resembles to the
interaction between two points with finite distance. We take the derivative of a scalar field
for example, for vector or tensor field the Fre´chet or Gaˆteaux derivative can be applied. The
derivative of scalar field u(x) is defined as
u′(x) = lim
y→x
u(y)− u(x)
y − x .
The derivative is the limit of the difference of two points on their relative distance. Without
seeking the limit, the nonlocal form based on the sum of weighted finite difference emerges
naturally,
L(u)(x) :=
∫
y∈Sx
u(y)− u(x)
y − x k(x, y)dy,
where k(x, y) is the weight function or kernel function, Sx is the support. When the nonlocal
length scale decreases to zero (Sx → 0), L(u)(x) → u′(x), which can be verified by Taylor
series expansion in section 2.1. Nonlocal operator provides a direct way to construct the dif-
ferential operator, though the concept of “locality” is a special case of “nonlocality”. Based
on this basic observation, we construct several nonlocal differential operators to replace the
local differential operators to solve PDEs. In the nonlocal operator method, the field value
is defined on the node, therefore the use of the shape functions based on interpolation or
approximation like FEM or meshless methods is no longer needed. The differential operator
on field value is considered as the nonlocal interactions between the points in the support
domain.
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The purpose of the paper is to propose a nonlocal operator method for solving PDEs
based on weighted residual method and variational principles. Though the nonlocal theory
is more general than the local theory, we focus on solving the local problems with the
nonlocal operator method. The nonlocal operator method constructs the nonlocal operator
to represent the nonlocal interaction without shape function or its derivatives in traditional
meshless or finite element method. The remainder of the paper is outlined as follows. In §2,
the concepts of support and dual-support are introduced. Based on the support, the general
nonlocal operator and its variation in continuous form or discrete form are defined. In §3, we
discuss the hourglass mode in the nonlocal operator and propose universal hourglass energy
functional to remove the hourglass mode. The higher order nonlocal operators and higher
order hourglass energy functional are generalized and obtained in §4. Since the differential
operator forms the basis of different energy functionals, we study the capabilities of the
nonlocal operator based on variational principles in obtaining the strong forms or weak
forms of different functionals in §5. Some numerical examples are presented to validate the
method in §6. We conclude in §7.
2. Support, dual-support and nonlocal operators
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Figure 1: (a) Domain and notations. (b) Schematic diagram for support and dual-support, all shapes above
are support, Sx = {x1,x2,x4,x6}, S ′x = {x1,x2,x3,x4}.
Consider a domain as shown in Fig.1(a), let x be spatial coordinates in the domain Ω;
r := x′ − x is a Euclidean vector ( or a spatial vector, or simply a vector) starts from x to
x′; v := v(x, t) and v′ := v(x′, t) are the field values for x and x′, respectively; vr := v′− v
is the relative field vector for spatial vector r.
Support Sx of point x is the domain where any spatial point x′ forms spatial vector
r(= x′−x) from x to x′. Support Sx specifies the range of nonlocal interaction happened with
respect to point x. The main function of support is to define different nonlocal operators. In
4
mathematics, a specific quantitative measure of the support can be described by a moment
(shape tensor). A n−order moment of the support is defined as
Knx :=
∫
Sx
w(r) r⊗ r⊗ · · · ⊗ r︸ ︷︷ ︸
n terms
dVx′ , (3)
where w(r) is the weight function. Two special cases of the shape tensor for Sx are the
0-order shape tensor (the weighted volume of the support) and the 2-order shape tensor
Kx :=
∫
Sx
w(r)r⊗ r dVx′ . (4)
Dual-support is defined as a union of the points whose supports include x, denoted by
S ′x = {x′|x ∈ Sx′}. (5)
The point x′ forms dual-vector r′(= x−x′ = −r) in S ′x. On the other hand, r′ is the spatial
vector formed in Sx′ . One example to illustrate the support and dual-support is shown in
Fig.1(b).
2.1. Nonlocal operators in support
The general operators in calculus include the gradient of scalar and vector field, the curl
and divergence of vector field. The definitions of some nonlocal operators can be found in
reference [23]. These operators have the corresponding nonlocal forms based on the Taylor
series expansion. We use ∇¯ to denote the nonlocal operator, while the local operators follow
the conventional notations. The derivation adopts the conventions in classical calculus and
linear algebra. The scalar, vector and two- or higher order tensor are denoted by small letter,
small bold letter, capital bold letter, respectively. The vector is based on column form. For
the purpose of being concise, the following notations are used simultaneously, i.e. a·b = aTb,
a ⊗ b = abT , M · v = Mv, v ·M = vTM, M1 ·M2 = M1M2, M1 : M2 = tr(M1MT2 ),
∇ = ( ∂
∂x
, ∂
∂y
, ∂
∂z
)T , and ∇v = ∇⊗ v, where superscript T refers to the transpose operation.
The gradient of a scalar v and 3-vector v = (v1, v2, v3)
T are denoted by, respectively
∇v =
 ∂v∂x∂v
∂y
∂v
∂z
 , ∇v =

∂v1
∂x
∂v1
∂y
∂v1
∂z
∂v2
∂x
∂v2
∂y
∂v2
∂z
∂v3
∂x
∂v3
∂y
∂v3
∂z
 .
Nonlocal gradient of a vector field v for point x in support Sx is defined as
∇¯ ⊗ vx :=
∫
Sx
w(r)vr ⊗ r dVx′ ·K−1x , (6)
where vr = vx′ − vx, Kx is the 2-order shape tensor. One example of the nonlocal gradient
is the nonlocal deformation gradient in Peridynamics [13].
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In fact, the field value of nearby point x′ in Sx is obtained by Taylor series expansion as
vx′ = vx +∇⊗ vx · r +O(r2), (7)
where O(r2) represents order terms higher than one, and for linear field O(r2) = 0. Insert
Eq.7 into RHS of Eq.6 and integrate in support Sx, one verifies that the nonlocal operator
converges to the local operator by the following derivation.
∇¯ ⊗ vx =
∫
Sx
w(r)vr ⊗ r dVx′ ·K−1x
=
∫
Sx
w(r)(v′x − vx)⊗ r dVx′ ·K−1x
=
∫
Sx
w(r)∇vx · r⊗ r dVx′ ·K−1x
=∇⊗ vx ·
∫
Sx
w(r)r⊗ r dVx′ ·K−1x
=∇⊗ vx ·Kx ·K−1x
=∇⊗ vx.
When x′ is close enough to x or when support Sx is small enough, the nonlocal operator
can be considered as the linearization of the field. The nonlocal operator converges to the
local operator in the continuous limit. On the other hand, the nonlocal operator defined by
integral form, still holds in the case where strong discontinuity exists. The local operator
can be viewed as a special case of the nonlocal operator.
Similarly, nonlocal gradient of a scalar field v for point x in support Sx is defined as
∇¯vx :=
∫
Sx
w(r)vrr dVx′ ·K−1x , (8)
where vr = vx′ − vx.
Let []× denote the map of a 3× 3 antisymmetric matrix into 3-vector, 0 a3 −a2−a3 0 a1
a2 −a1 0

×
7→ (a1, a2, a3)T (9)
It is easy to verify that for any vector u
∇× u = [∇⊗ u− (∇⊗ u)T ]× , (10)
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Now if we follow the nonlocal gradient operator for v according to Eq.6 , Eq. 10 will become
∇¯ × v = [∇¯ ⊗ v − (∇¯ ⊗ v)T ]×
=
[∫
Sx
w(r)vr ⊗ (K−1x · r) dVx′ −
∫
Sx
w(r)(K−1x · r)⊗ vr dVx′
]
×
=
[∫
Sx
w(r)
(
vr ⊗ (K−1x · r)− (K−1x · r)⊗ vr
)
dVx′
]
×
=
∫
Sx
w(r)
[
vr ⊗ (K−1x · r)− (K−1x · r)⊗ vr
]
×dVx′
=
∫
Sx
w(r)(K−1x · r)× vrdVx′
In the last step, b× a = [a⊗ b− b⊗ a]× is used.
Hence, nonlocal curl of a vector field v for point x in support Sx is defined as
∇¯ × vx :=
∫
Sx
w(r)(K−1x · r)× vr dVx′ . (11)
By analogy with ∇ · v = tr(∇ ⊗ v), where tr() denotes the trace of the matrix, the
nonlocal divergence of a vector field v for point x in support Sx is derived as
∇¯ · vx = tr(∇¯ ⊗ v)
= tr(
∫
Sx
w(r)vr ⊗ (K−1x · r) dVx′)
=
∫
Sx
w(r)tr
(
vr ⊗ (K−1x · r)
)
dVx′
=
∫
Sx
w(r)vr · (K−1x · r) dVx′
In the third step, tr(a⊗ b) = a · b is used.
Hence, nonlocal divergence is defined as
∇¯ · vx :=
∫
Sx
w(r)vr · (K−1x · r) dVx′ . (12)
In the continuous limit, based on the nonlocal gradient, the nonlocal curl and nonlocal
divergence converge to the conventional curl and divergence operator, respectively.
2.2. Variation of the nonlocal operator
We present the variation of the general nonlocal operator in continuous form and discrete
form. The discrete form is beneficial for the numerical implementation. Different nonlocal
operators can be used to replace the local differential operators in PDEs, especially in the
framework of weighted residual method and variational principles. We use the δ to denote
the variation.
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2.2.1. Notations for variation
The nonlocal operators defined above are in vector or tensor form. The variation of
the nonlocal operators leads to a higher-order tensor form, which is not convenient for
implementation. We need to express the higher order tensor into to vector or matrix form.
Before we derive the variation of nonlocal operator, some notation to denote the variation and
how the variations are related to the first- and second-order derivatives are to be discussed.
Assuming a functional F(u, v), where u, v are unknown functions in unknown vector [u, v],
the first and second variation can be expressed as
δF(u, v) = ∂uFδu+ ∂vFδv = [∂uF , ∂vF ]
[
δu
δv
]
δ2F(u, v) = ∂uuFδuδu+ ∂uvFδuδv + ∂vuFδvδu+ ∂vvFδvδv
=
[
∂uuF ∂uvF
∂vuF ∂vvF
]
:
[
δuδu δuδv
δvδu δvδv
]
where
[
δuδu δuδv
δvδu δvδv
]
=
[
δu
δv
]
⊗ [δu δv]
It can be seen that, the second variation δ2F(u, v) is the double inner product of the Hessian
matrix and the tensor formed by the variation of the unknowns, while the first variation
δF(u, v) is inner product of the gradient vector and the variation of the unknowns. The
gradient vector and Hessian matrix represent the residual vector and tangent stiffness matrix
of the functional, respectively, with unknown functions u, v being the independent variables,
R = ∇[u,v]F(u, v) = [∂uF , ∂vF ]
K = ∇2[u,v]F(u, v) =
[
∂uuF ∂uvF
∂vuF ∂vvF
]
.
The inner product or double inner product indicates that location of an element in the
residual or the tangent stiffness matrix corresponds to the location of the unknowns with
variation.
In this paper, we use a special variation δ¯, whose function is illustrated by the following
examples. The special variations of functional F (u, v) are given as
δ¯F(u, v) = ∂uF δ¯u+ ∂vF δ¯v = [∂uF , ∂vF ]
δ¯2F(u, v) = ∂uuF δ¯uδ¯u+ ∂uvF δ¯uδ¯v + ∂vuF δ¯vδ¯u+ ∂vvF δ¯vδ¯v
=
[
∂uuF ∂uvF
∂vuF ∂vvF
]
where δ¯u denotes the index of ∂uF in residual vector by the index of u in the unknown vector.
For example, the term ∂vF δ¯v represents ∂vF be in the second location of the residual vector
since v is in the second position of [u, v]. The term ∂uvF δ¯uδ¯v denotes that the location of
∂uvF is (1,2), while the term ∂vuF δ¯vδ¯u denotes that the location of ∂vuF is (2,1).
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Obviously,
δF(u, v) = δ¯F(u, v)
[
δu
δv
]
, δ2F(u, v) = δ¯2F(u, v) :
[
δuδu δuδv
δvδu δvδv
]
K = δ¯2F(u, v),R = δ¯F(u, v)
The special first-order and second-order variation of a functional lead to the residual and
tangent stiffness matrix directly. The traditional variation can be recovered by the inner
product of the special variation and the variation of the unknown vector.
2.2.2. Nonlocal divergence operator
The variation of ∇¯ · Fx is given by
∇¯ · δFx =
∫
Sx
w(r)(K−1x · r) · (δFx′ − δFx) dVx′ , (13)
The number of dimensions of ∇¯ · δFx is infinite, and discretization is required.
After discretization of the domain by particles, the whole domain is represented by
Ω =
Nnode∑
i=1
∆Vi (14)
where i is the global index of volume ∆Vi, Nnode is the number of particles in Ω.
Particles in Si are represented by
Ni = {i, j1, .., jk, .., jni} (15)
where j1, .., jk, .., jni are the global indices of neighbors of particle i. The discrete form of
∇¯ · δFi can be written as
∇¯ · δFi '
∑
jk∈Si
w(r)∆Vjk(K
−1
i r) · (δFjk − δFi) = ∇¯ · δ¯Fi · δFNi , (16)
where ' denotes discretization, δFNi is all the variations of the unknowns in support Si,
δFNi = (δFi, δFj1 , .., δFjk , .., δFjni ), (17)
∇¯ · δ¯Fi is the coefficient vector with a length of 3(ni + 1) in 3D case,
∇¯ · δ¯Fi =
∑
jk∈Si
w(r)∆Vjk(K
−1
i r) · (δ¯Fjk − δ¯Fi). (18)
Based on the indices of δ¯Fjk in δFNi , ∇¯ · δ¯Fi can be obtained by
∇¯ · δ¯Fi[3k, 3k + 1, 3k + 2] = w(r)∆VjkK−1i r, ∇¯ · δ¯Fi[0, 1, 2] = −
ni∑
k=1
w(r)∆VjkK
−1
i r, (19)
where k is the index of particle jk in Ni. The process to obtain ∇¯ · δ¯Fi on the nodal level
is called nodal assembly. In the following section, we mainly discuss the special variation of
the nonlocal operator and functional, while the actual variation can be recovered with ease.
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2.2.3. Nonlocal curl operator
The variation of ∇¯ × Fi in discrete form reads
∇¯ × δ¯Fi '
∑
jk∈Si
w(r)∆VjkK
−1
i · r× (δ¯Fjk − δ¯Fi), (20)
where ∆Vjk is the volume for particle jk. For the 3D case, ∇¯× δ¯Fi is a 3× 3(ni + 1) matrix,
where ni is the number of neighbors in Si, Ni is given by Eq.15 . For each particle jk in Ni
calculating Rjk = w(r)∆VjkK
−1
i r, we obtain
∇¯ × δ¯Fi[1, 3k] = Rjk [2], ∇¯ × δ¯Fi[2, 3k] = −Rjk [1], ∇¯ × δ¯Fi[0, 3k + 1] = −Rjk [2]
∇¯ × δ¯Fi[2, 3k + 1] = Rjk [0], ∇¯ × δ¯Fi[0, 3k + 2] = Rjk [1], ∇¯ × δ¯Fi[1, 3k + 2] = −Rjk [0]
∇¯ × δ¯Fi[1, 0] = −
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [2], ∇¯ × δ¯Fi[2, 0] =
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [1], ∇¯ × δ¯Fi[0, 1] =
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [2],
∇¯ × δ¯Fi[2, 1] = −
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [0], ∇¯ × δ¯Fi[0, 2] = −
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [1], ∇¯ × δ¯Fi[1, 2] =
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [0], (21)
where k is the index of particle jk in Ni. The minus sign denotes the reaction from the dual-
support, which guarantees the regularity of the stiffness matrix in the absence of external
constraints. The nodal assembly for the variation of the vector cross product can be obtained
by
F× = {R0, R1, R2} × {F0, F1, F2} = {F2R1 − F1R2, F0R2 − F2R0, F1R0 − F0R1} (22)
while the gradient of F× on {F0, F1, F2} is given by
∂F×0
∂F0
∂F×0
∂F1
∂F×0
∂F2
∂F×1
∂F0
∂F×1
∂F1
∂F×1
∂F2
∂F×2
∂F0
∂F×2
∂F1
∂F×2
∂F2
 =
 0 −R2 R1R2 0 −R0
−R1 R0 0
 . (23)
The indices of R correspond to their locations in F×.
2.2.4. Nonlocal gradient operator for vector field
Similarly, the variation of ∇¯ ⊗ Fi in the discrete form reads
∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi '
∑
jk∈Si
w(r)(δ¯Fjk − δ¯Fi)⊗ (K−1i r)∆Vjk (24)
where ∆Vjk is the volume for particle jk. In 3D, ∇¯δ¯Fi is a 9× 3(ni + 1) matrix, where ni is
the number of neighbors in Si, Ni is given by Eq.15. For each particle in the neighbor list
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with Rjk = w(r)∆VjkK
−1
i r, the terms in Rjk can be added to the ∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi as
∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[0, 3k] = Rjk [0], ∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[3, 3k] = Rjk [1], ∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[6, 3k] = Rjk [2],
∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[1, 3k + 1] = Rjk [0], ∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[4, 3k + 1] = Rjk [1], ∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[7, 3k + 1] = Rjk [2],
∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[2, 3k + 2] = Rjk [0], ∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[5, 3k + 2] = Rjk [1], ∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[8, 3k + 2] = Rjk [2],
∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[0, 0] = −
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [0], ∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[3, 0] = −
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [1], ∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[6, 0] = −
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [2],
∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[1, 1] = −
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [0], ∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[4, 1] = −
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [1], ∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[7, 1] = −
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [2],
∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[2, 2] = −
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [0], ∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[5, 2] = −
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [1], ∇¯ ⊗ δ¯Fi[8, 2] = −
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [2],
(25)
where k is the index of particle jk in Ni. The sub-index of ∇¯δ¯Fx can be obtained by the
way similar to Eq.(23).
2.2.5. Nonlocal gradient operator for scalar field
The variation of ∇vi reads
∇¯δ¯vi '
∑
Si
w(r)∆VjkK
−1
i r(δ¯vjk − δ¯vi), (26)
where ∆Vx′ is the volume for particle x
′. For 3D case, the dimensions of (∇¯δ¯vi) are 3×(ni+1),
where ni is the number of neighbors in Si, Ni is given by Eq.15. For each particle in the
neighbor list with Rjk = w(r)∆VjkK
−1
i r, the terms in Rjk can be added to the ∇¯δ¯Fi as
∇¯δ¯vi[0, k] = Rjk [0], ∇¯δ¯vi[1, k] = Rjk [1], ∇¯δ¯vi[2, k] = Rjk [2],
∇¯δ¯vx[0, 0] = −
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [0], ∇¯δ¯vx[1, 0] = −
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [1], ∇¯δ¯vx[2, 0] = −
ni∑
k=1
Rjk [2], (27)
where k is the index of particle jk in Ni.
It can be seen that the basic element in the nodal assembly is w(r)∆VjkK
−1
i r, which is
quite similar to the derivative of shape function in meshless or finite element method.
3. Hourglass energy functional
The same nonlocal operator can be defined by several configurations, for example, the
initial configuration Fig.2(a) with a rigid translation ∆u for the up and down particles turns
into Fig.2(b). It is easy to verify that the nonlocal gradient of u from Eq.6 is zero, the
same as that in the initial configuration. It can be seen that for the same field gradient,
the configuration is not unique, where the extra deformation not accounted by the gradient
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Figure 2: Hourglass mode demonstration. (a) initial configuration. (b) up and down particles with same
rigid translation ∆u. The deformation gradients defined by (a) and (b) are the same.
is called the hourglass mode, which has zero energy contribution for the energy functional.
The hourglass mode in the nonlocal operator is due to the deformation vectors counteracting
with each other during the summation.
In order to remove the hourglass mode (zero-energy mode), we propose a penalty energy
functional to achieve the linear field of the vector field. The penalty energy functional is
defined as the weighted difference square between current value of a point and the value
predicted by the field gradient. In fact, the vector field in the neighborhood of a particle is
required to be linear. Therefore, it has to be exactly described by the gradient of the vector
field, and the hourglass modes are identified as that part of the vector field, which is not
described by the vector field gradient. In practice, the difference of current deformed vector
vr and predicted vector by field gradient (Fx(= ∇v) in Eq.6) is (Fr−vr). We formulate the
hourglass energy based on the difference in support as follows. Let α = µ
mK
be a coefficient
for the hourglass energy, where mK = tr(K), µ is the penalty coefficient, the functional for
zero-energy mode is
Fhg = α
∫
S
w(r)(Fr− vr)T (Fr− vr) dV
= α
∫
S
w(r)
(
rTFTFr + vTr vr − 2vTr Fr
)
dV
= α
∫
S
w(r)
(
FTF : r⊗ r + vTr vr − 2F : vr ⊗ r
)
dV
= αFTF :
∫
S
w(r)r⊗ r dV + α
∫
S
w(r)vTr vr dV − 2αF :
∫
S
w(r)vr ⊗ r dV
= αFTF : K + α
∫
S
w(r)vr · vr dV − 2αF : (FK)
=
µ
mK
(∫
S
w(r)vr · vr dV − F : FK
)
. (28)
The above definition of hourglass energy is similar to the variance in probability theory and
statistics. In above derivation, we used the relations: FTF : K = F : (FK), aTMb = M :
a⊗ b,A : B = tr(ABT ), where capital letter denotes matrix and the small letter is column
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vector. The purpose of mK is to make the energy functional independent with the support
since shape tensor K is involved in FTF : K. It should be noted that the zero-energy
functional is valid in any dimensions and there is no limitation on the shape of the support.
The variation of δ¯(F : FK) can be rewritten as
δ¯(F : FK) = δ¯(FK : F) = 2FK : δ¯F
= 2FK :
∫
S
w(r)δ¯vr ⊗ (K−1r) dV
= 2
∫
S
w(r)δ¯vTr FK(K
−1r) dV
= 2
∫
S
w(r)δ¯vTr (Fr) dV
= 2
∫
S
w(r)(Fr) · δ¯vr dV. (29)
Then the variation of Fhg is
Rhg = δ¯Fhg
=
µ
mK
(∫
S
w(r)δ¯(vr · vr) dV − δ¯(F : FK)
)
=
µ
mK
(∫
S
2w(r)vr · δ¯vr dV − 2
∫
S
w(r)(Fr) · δ¯vr dV
)
=
2µ
mK
∫
S
w(r)(vr − Fr) · (δ¯v′ − δ¯v) dV. (30)
Rhg is the residual for hourglass energy. For a consistent field, the residual for hourglass
mode is zero.
The hourglass control for individual spatial vector r can be written as
Thgr = ∂vFhgr =
2µ
mK
w(r)
(
vr − Fxr
)
. (31)
Eq.31 gives the explicit formula for the hourglass force. The term on δ¯v is the hourglass
term from its support, while the terms on δ¯v′ are the hourglass terms for the dual support
S ′x′ of point x′. The second variation of Fhg at a point is the tangent stiffness matrix,
Khg = δ¯2Fhg = 2µ
mK
(∫
S
w(r)(δ¯v′ − δ¯v)T (δ¯v′ − δ¯v) dV − δ¯FK : δ¯F
)
. (32)
The second variation of the zero-energy functional is the stiffness matrix, which is constant
and can solve the rank deficiency in nodal integration method.
The above equations indicate that when the unknown field is consistent with the field
gradient, the hourglass energy residual is zero. In this sense, hourglass energy functional
contributes to the linear completeness.
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4. Higher order nonlocal operators and hourglass energy functional
4.1. Higher order nonlocal operators
For certain problem like the plate/shell theory, the Hessian matrix of scalar field is
required. In this case, the 2-order nonlocal Hessian operator and its variation are necessary.
In this section, we extend the linear nonlocal operator to higher order ones.
For a scalar field u, the Taylor series expansion can be written as
ur = ∇u · r + 1
2!
∇2u : r2 + 1
3!
∇3u ... r3 + · · ·+ 1
n!
∇nu ·(n) rn, (33)
where ·(2) =: , ·(3) = ... and ·(n) is the generalization of higher order inner product,
rn := r⊗ r⊗ · · · ⊗ r︸ ︷︷ ︸
n terms
.
The n-order shape tensor is rewritten as
Kn =
∫
S
w(r)rn dV. (34)
For simplicity, we consider the Hessian nonlocal operator
1
2!
∇2u : r2 = ur −∇u · r (35)
The sum of weighted tensor of Eq.35 multiplying r2 in support is
1
2!
∇2u :
∫
S
w(r)r4 dV =
∫
S
w(r)(urr
2 −∇u · r3)dV. (36)
The weighted sum can be simplified as follows.
1
2!
∇2u : K4 =
∫
S
w(r)(urr
2 −∇u · r3)dV
=
∑
S
w(r)∆V ′(urr2 −∇u · r3)
=
∑
S
w(r)∆V ′urr2 −∇u ·
∑
S
w(r)∆V ′r3
=
∑
S
w(r)∆V ′urr2 −
∑
S
w(r)∆V ′urr ·K−12 ·K3
=
∑
S
w(r)∆V ′urr2 −
∑
S
w(r)∆V ′urK3K−12 r
=
∑
S
w(r)∆V ′ur(r2 −K3K−12 r)
=
∫
S
w(r)ur(r
2 −K3K−12 r)dV. (37)
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Hence, the nonlocal Hessian operator and its variation can be written as
∇¯2u = 2!
∫
S
w(r)ur(r
2 −K3K−12 r)dV : K−14 (38)
∇¯2δ¯u = 2!
∫
S
w(r)(δ¯u′ − δ¯u)(r2 −K3K−12 r)dV : K−14 . (39)
Examples to calculate the nonlocal Hessian operator in 1D and 2D are given in Appendix
A.
4.2. Higher order hourglass energy functional
Consider a n-order hourglass energy functional defined by
Fhgn = α
∫
S
w(r)
(
∇u · r + 1
2!
∇2u : r2 + 1
3!
∇3u ... r3 + · · ·+ 1
n!
∇nu ·(n) rn − ur
)2
dV. (40)
Let
Sn−1 = ur − (∇u · r + 1
2!
∇2u : r2 + 1
3!
∇3u ... r3 + · · ·+ 1
(n− 1)!∇
n−1u ·(n−1) rn−1). (41)
In the n-order Taylor series expansion of u, Sn−1 ≈ 1n!∇nu ·(n) rn.
On the other hand,
Sn = Sn−1 − 1
n!
∇nu ·(n) rn. (42)
Ehgn can be simplified as
Fhgn = α
∫
S
w(r)S2ndV =
∫
S
w(r)(Sn−1 − 1
n!
∇nu ·(n) rn)2dV
= α
∫
S
w(r)
(
S2n−1 + (
1
n!
∇nu ·(n) rn)2 − 2Sn−1( 1
n!
∇nu ·(n) rn))dV
≈ α
∫
S
w(r)
(
S2n−1 + (
1
n!
∇nu ·(n) rn)2 − 2( 1
n!
∇nu ·(n) rn)2)dV
= α
∫
S
w(r)
(
S2n−1 − (
1
n!
∇nu ·(n) rn)2)dV
= Fhgn−1 − α(
1
n!
∇nu·(n))2 ·(2n) K2n.
Hence, n-order hourglass energy functional can be written as
Fhgn = α
(∫
S
w(r)urur dV − (∇u)2 : K2 − ( 1
2!
∇2u)2 ·(4) K4 − · · · − ( 1
n!
∇nu)2 ·(2n) K2n
)
.
(43)
The n-order hourglass energy functional depends on (1−n)-order nonlocal operators, and the
hourglass residual and hourglass stiffness matrix can be obtained with ease by the variation
of the nonlocal operator.
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5. Variational principles based on the nonlocal operator
The problems based on variational principles start from the functional which describes
the unknown functions defined in the domain and on the boundary. The residual is the
gradient of the functional on the unknown vector, while the tangent stiffness matrix is the
Hessian matrix of the functional on the unknown vector. The functional is usually expressed
by the local operators such as divergence, curl and gradient. For simplicity, we assume the
functional be a function on a single local operator. The boundary terms can be handled the
similar way. Assuming four general functionals at a point which depend on the divergence
of a vector field, the curl of a vector field, the gradient of a vector field and the gradient of
a scalar field, respectively,
F(∇ · v),F(∇× v),F(∇v),F(∇v). (44)
The examples are the strain energy functional in solid mechanics, the volume strain energy
functional in solid mechanics, the wave vector form of electromagnetic field, and the thermal
conduction, respectively.
5.1. Divergence operator
The first- and second-order derivatives of the functional F(∇ · v) on operator ∇ · v are,
respectively,
p =
∂F(∇ · v)
∂(∇ · v) , d =
∂p
∂(∇ · v) =
∂2F(∇ · v)
∂(∇ · v)T∂(∇ · v) (45)
where p is a scalar, d is a scalar.
The residual and tangent stiffness matrix at a point are, respectively,
Rdiv = δ¯F(∇ · v) = ∂F(∇ · v)
∂(∇ · v) ∇¯ · δ¯v = p ∇¯ · δ¯v (46)
Kdiv = δ¯
2F(∇ · v) = (∇¯ · δ¯v)Td ∇¯ · δ¯v. (47)
Let’s consider the first variation of all particles, and let px =
∂F(∇·vx)
∂(∇·vx) .
δF(∇ · v) =
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆VxδFx =
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆Vxpx · (∇ · δvx)
=
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆Vxpx ·
∑
Sx
w(r)∆Vx′K
−1
x r · (δvx′ − δvx)
=
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆Vx
(
−
∑
Sx
w(r)∆Vx′K
−1
x r · δvx · px +
∑
S′x
w(r′)∆Vx′K−1x′ r
′ · δvx · px′
)
In the second and third step, the dual-support is considered as follows. In the second step,
the term with δvx′ is the vector from x’s support, but is added to particle x
′; since x′ ∈ Sx, x
belongs to the dual-support S ′x′ of x′. In the third step, all the terms with δvx are collected
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from other particles whose supports contain x and therefore form the dual-support of x.
The terms with δvx in the first order variation δF(∇ · v) = 0 are
−
∑
Sx
w(r)∆Vx′px K
−1
x r +
∑
S′x
w(r′)∆Vx′px′ K−1x′ r
′. (48)
When any particle’s volume ∆Vx′ → 0, the continuous form is
−
∫
Sx
w(r)px K
−1
x r dVx′ +
∫
S′x
w(r′)px′ K−1x′ r
′ dVx′ . (49)
Eq.49 is the nonlocal strong form for energy functional F(∇·v) with the corresponding local
strong form is −∇(d∇ · v). The local strong form can be obtained by integration by part
of the energy functional in the whole domain. Consider the variation of
∫
Ω
F(∇ · vx)dVx
δ
( ∫
Ω
F(∇ · vx)dVx
)
=
∫
Ω
δF(∇ · vx)dVx
=
∫
Ω
∂F(∇ · vx)
∂(∇ · vx) · ∇ · δvxdVx
=
∫
Ω
px∇ · δvxdVx
=
∫
∂Ω
px nx · δvxdSx −
∫
Ω
(∇px) · δvxdVx
For any point in Ω, the term corresponding to vx is −∇(d∇ · vx).
5.2. Curl operator
The first- and second-order derivatives of the functional F(∇ × v) on operator ∇ × v
are, respectively,
p =
∂F(∇× v)
∂(∇× v) , D =
∂p
∂(∇× v) =
∂2F
∂(∇× v)T∂(∇× v) . (50)
In 3D p is a vector with length of 3, D is 3× 3 matrices.
The residual and tangent stiffness matrix for one point are
Rcurl = δ¯F(∇× v) = ∂F(∇× v)
∂(∇× v) ∇¯ × δ¯v = p∇¯ × δ¯v (51)
Kcurl = δ¯
2F(∇× v) = (∇¯ × δ¯v)TD∇¯ × δ¯v = (∇¯ × δ¯v)TD∇¯ × δ¯v. (52)
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Let’s consider the first variation of all particles, and let px =
∂F(∇×vx)
∂(∇×vx) .
δF(∇× v) =
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆VxδFx =
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆Vx(∇× δvx) · px
=
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆Vx
∑
Sx
w(r)∆Vx′K
−1
x r× (δvx′ − δvx) · px
=
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆Vx
∑
Sx
w(r)∆Vx′px × (K−1x r) · (δvx′ − δvx)
=
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆Vx
(
−
∑
Sx
w(r)∆Vx′px × (K−1x r) · δvx +
∑
S′x
w(r′)∆Vx′px′ × (K−1x′ r′) · δvx
)
.
The relation a · (b× c) = c · (a× b) = b · (c× a) is used in the third step. In the third and
fourth step, the dual-support is considered as follows. In the third step, the term with δvx′
is the vector from x’s support, but is added to particle x′; since x′ ∈ Sx, x belongs to the
dual-support S ′x′ of x′. In the fourth step, all the terms with δvx are collected from other
particles whose supports contain x and therefore form the dual-support of x. The terms
with δvx in the first order variation δF(∇× v) = 0 are
−
∑
Sx
w(r)∆Vx′px × (K−1x r) +
∑
S′x
w(r′)∆Vx′px′ × (K−1x′ r′). (53)
When any particle’s volume ∆Vx′ → 0, the continuous form is
−
∫
Sx
w(r)px × (K−1x r) dVx′ +
∫
S′x
w(r′)px′ × (K−1x′ r′) dVx′ . (54)
Eq.54 is the strong form for energy functional F(∇ × v), where the corresponding local
strong from obtained by integration by part of the energy functional is −∇ × (D∇ × v),
which is obtained as follows. In order to derive the local strong form of functional F(∇×v),
consider the variation of
∫
Ω
F(∇× vx)dVx
δ
( ∫
Ω
F(∇× vx)dVx
)
=
∫
Ω
δF(∇× vx)dVx
=
∫
Ω
∂F(∇× vx)
∂(∇× vx) · ∇ × δvxdVx
=
∫
Ω
px · ∇ × δvxdVx
=
∫
∂Ω
px × nx · δvxdSx −
∫
Ω
(∇× px) · δvxdVx
For any point in Ω, the term corresponding to δvx is −∇× (D∇× vx).
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5.3. Gradient operator of vector field
The first- and second-order derivatives of the functional F(∇v) on the operator ∇v are,
respectively,
P =
∂F(∇v)
∂(∇v) , D =
∂P
∂(∇v) =
∂2F(∇v)
∂(∇v)T∂(∇v) (55)
P is a 3 × 3 tensor. When ∇v is the deformation gradient with respect to the initial
configuration, P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress. D is a 3× 3× 3× 3 tensor. The fourth-
order tensor D can be flattened into a 9 × 9 matrix as long as the ∇v is flattened into a
vector with length of 9. When ∇v is the deformation gradient with respect to the initial
configuration, D is the material tensor in solid mechanics.
The residual and stiffness matrix at one point are, respectively,
Rgrad = δ¯F(∇v) = ∂F(∇v)
∂(∇v) ∇¯δ¯v = P∇¯δ¯v (56)
Kgrad = δ¯
2F(∇v) = (∇¯δ¯v)TD∇¯δ¯v = (∇¯δ¯v)TD∇¯δ¯v. (57)
Let’s consider the first variation of all particles, and let Px =
∂F(∇vx)
∂(∇vx) .
δF(∇v) =
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆VxδFx =
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆VxPx · (∇δvx)
=
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆VxPx ·
∑
Sx
w(r)∆Vx′K
−1
x r⊗ (δvx′ − δvx)
=
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆Vx
(
−
∑
Sx
w(r)∆Vx′K
−1
x r⊗ δvx ·Px +
∑
S′x
w(r′)∆Vx′K−1x′ r
′ ⊗ δvx ·Px′
)
.
In the second and third step, the dual-support is considered as follows. In the second step,
the term with δvx′ is the vector from x’s support, but is added to particle x
′; since x′ ∈ Sx, x
belongs to the dual-support S ′x′ of x′. In the third step, all the terms with δvx are collected
from other particles whose supports contain x and therefore form the dual-support of x.
The terms with δvx in the first order variation δF(v) = 0 are
−
∑
Sx
w(r)∆Vx′Px ·K−1x r +
∑
S′x
w(r′)∆Vx′Px′ ·K−1x′ r′. (58)
When any particle’s volume ∆Vx′ → 0, the continuous form is
−
∫
Sx
w(r)Px ·K−1x r dVx′ +
∫
S′x
w(r′)Px′ ·K−1x′ r′ dVx′ . (59)
Eq.59 is the nonlocal strong form of energy functional F3, where the local strong form
obtained by integration by part of the energy functional is −∇ · Px. If ∇v denotes the
deformation gradient with respect to the initial configuration and F(∇v) is the strain energy
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density, Px is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress and the Eq.59 is the key expression in the dual-
horizon peridynamics [14, 24].
The local strong form −∇ ·Px is obtained as follows. In order to derive the local strong
form of functional F(∇v), consider the variation of ∫
Ω
F(∇vx)dVx
δ
( ∫
Ω
F(∇vx)dVx
)
=
∫
Ω
δF(∇vx)dVx
=
∫
Ω
∂F(∇vx)
∂(∇vx) · ∇δvxdVx
=
∫
Ω
Px · ∇δvxdVx
=
∫
∂Ω
Px · nx · δvxdSx −
∫
Ω
(∇ ·Px) · δvxdVx
For any point in Ω, the term corresponding to δvx is −∇ ·Px.
5.4. Gradient operator of scalar field
The first- and second-order derivatives of the functional F(∇v) on the operator ∇v are,
respectively,
p =
∂F(∇v)
∂(∇v) , D =
∂p
∂(∇v) =
∂2F(∇v)
∂(∇v)T∂(∇v) . (60)
In 3D, p is a 3-vector. D are 3× 3 matrices.
The residual and tangent stiffness matrix at one point are, respectively,
Rgrad = δ¯F(∇v) = ∂F(∇v)
∂(∇v) ∇¯δ¯v = p∇¯δ¯v (61)
Kgrad = δ¯
2F(∇v) = (∇¯δ¯v)TD∇¯δ¯v. (62)
In order to derive the nonlocal strong form, let’s consider the first variation of all particles,
and let px =
∂F(∇vx)
∂(∇vx) .
δF(∇v) =
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆VxδFx =
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆Vx∇δvx ·Px
=
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆Vx
(∑
Sx
w(r)∆Vx′K
−1
x r(δvx′ − δvx) ·Px
)
=
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆Vx
(
−
∑
Sx
w(r)∆Vx′K
−1
x rδvx ·Px +
∑
S′x
w(r′)∆Vx′K−1x′ r
′δvx ·Px′
)
In the second and third step, the dual-support is considered as follows. In the second step,
the term with δvx′ is the vector from x’s support, but is added to particle x
′; since x′ ∈ Sx, x
belongs to the dual-support S ′x′ of x′. In the third step, all the terms with δvx are collected
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from other particles whose supports contain x and therefore form the dual-support of x.
The terms with δvx in the first order variation δF(∇v) = 0 are
−
∑
Sx
w(r)∆Vx′K
−1
x r ·Px +
∑
S′x
w(r′)∆Vx′K−1x′ r
′ ·Px′ . (63)
When any particle’s volume ∆Vx′ → 0, the continuous form is
−
∫
Sx
w(r)K−1x r ·Px dVx′ +
∫
S′x
w(r′)K−1x′ r
′ ·Px′ dVx′ . (64)
Eq.64 is the nonlocal strong form for energy functional F(∇v).
The simplest example for this energy functional is
F(∇T ) = 1
2
κ∇T · ∇T,
where T is the temperature, κ is the thermal conductivity. The local strong form corre-
sponding to Eq.64 is −∇ · p, where p = κ∇T .
The local strong form −∇ · px is obtained as follows. In order to derive the local strong
form of functional F(∇T ), consider the variation of ∫
Ω
F(∇T )dVx
δ
( ∫
Ω
1
2
κ∇Tx · ∇TxdVx
)
=
∫
Ω
κ∇Tx · ∇δTxdVx
=
∫
∂Ω
κ∇Tx · nx · δTxdSx −
∫
Ω
(∇ · κ∇Tx) · δTxdVx
For any point in Ω, the term corresponding to δTx is −∇ · (κ∇Tx).
6. Applications
6.1. One dimensional beam and bar test
The energy functionals of cantilever beam and bar are, respectively,
Fbeam(u) = 1
2
∫ L
0
(u,xxEIu,xx − uq)dx (65)
Fbar(u) = 1
2
∫ L
0
(u,xEAu,x − uq)dx. (66)
We consider the boundary conditions in Eq.67 of the cantilever beam with a concentrated
transverse load P = 1 is applied on the end.
u(0) = 0,
du
dx
|x=0 = 0. (67)
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Figure 3: Convergence of the L2-norm for the displacement of bar under tension.
For the uniform bar, the left side is fixed and the other side is applied with a load P = 1.
The theoretical solution for beam and bar are, respectively,
u(x) =
P
6EI
(3Lx2 − x3), u(x) = Px
EA
, (68)
where EI = 1, EA = 1 are the stiffness coefficient, L = 1 is the length of the beam. The
residual and tangent stiffness matrix of Eq.65 and Eq.66 are obtained by simply replacing
δ¯u,x and δ¯u,xx with Eq.6 and Eq.A.2 in the first and second variation of the energy functional,
respectively. The L2-norm is calculated by
‖u‖L2 =
√∑
j(uj − uexactj ) · (uj − uexactj )∆Vj∑
j u
exact
j · uexactj ∆Vj
. (69)
The convergence of the L2-norm for the displacement of bar under tension is shown in Fig.3.
The convergence of the L2-norm for the deflection of cantilever beam is shown in Fig.4. With
the refinement in discretization, the numerical results converge to the theoretical solutions
at a rate r ≈ 1.
6.2. 1D Schro¨dinger equation
In this section, we test the accuracy of the eigenvalue problem based on the nonlocal
operator. The Schro¨dinger equation written in adimensional units for a one-dimensional
harmonic oscillator is[− 1
2
∂2
∂x2
+ V (x)
]
φ(x) = λφ(x), V (x) =
1
2
ω2x2. (70)
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Figure 4: Convergence of the L2-norm for the deflection of cantilever beam.
For simplicity, we use ω = 1. The particles are distributed with constant or variables spacing
∆x on the region [-10,10].
The exact wave functions and eigenvalues can be expressed as
φn(x) = Hn(x) exp(±x
2
2
), λn = n+
1
2
, (71)
where n is a non-negative integer. Hn(x) is the n-order Hermite polynomial. We calculate
the lowest eigenvalue and compare the numerical result with λ0 = 0.5. The convergence
plot of the error is shown in Fig.5. With the decrease of grid spacing, the numerical result
converges to the exact result at a rate of r ≈ 2. The discretization of the dual-form is given
in Fig.6. The first three wave functions are given in Fig.7.
6.3. Poisson equation
In this section, we test the Poisson equation
∇2u = f(x, y), (x, y) ∈ (0, 1)× (0, 1), (72)
where f(x, y) = 2x(y − 1)(y − 2x+ xy + 2)ex−y, and the boundary conditions
u(x, 0) = u(x, 1) = 0, x ∈ [0, 1]
u(0, y) = u(1, y) = 0, y ∈ [0, 1].
The analytic solution is
u(x, y) = x(1− x)y(1− y)ex−y. (73)
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Figure 5: Convergence of the lowest eigenvalue for a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator; 1/r3 is the weight
function; support radius is selected as h = n∆x; dual-form with influence function 1/r3 uses an inhomoge-
nous discretization in Fig.6; the particle spacing in dual-form is selected as the minimal particle spacing in
the discretization.
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Figure 6: Discretization of the dual form based on inhomogeneous discretization.
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Figure 7: First three wave functions.
The corresponded energy functional is
F =
∫
Ω
(− 1
2
∇u · ∇u− f(x, y)u)dΩ. (74)
The first and second variation of Π lead to the global residual and stiffness matrix
Rg =
∑
∆Vi∈Ω
∆Vi
(− ∇¯u · ∇¯δ¯u− f(x, y)δ¯u) (75)
Kg =
∑
∆Vi∈Ω
∆Vi
(− ∇¯δ¯u · ∇¯δ¯u) (76)
The support radius is selected as h = 1.2∆x. We test the convergence of the L2 error for u
field under difference discretizations. The convergent plot is given in Fig.8 with convergence
rate of r = 0.9567. The contours of u field with and without hourglass control are shown in
Fig.9. It can be seen that the hourglass control can stabilize the solution.
6.4. Nonlocal theory for linear small strain elasticity
The elastic energy of a body V is given by the quadratic functional [25, 21]
F = 1
2
∫
V
∫
V
εT (x)De(x,x
′)ε(x′) dx′dx =
1
2
∫
V
εT (x)σ(x) dx, (77)
where ε(x)=strain field, De(x,x
′)=generalized form of the elastic stiffness and
σ(x) =
∫
V
De(x,x
′)ε(x′) dx′ (78)
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40× 40.
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is the stress dependent on the strain field in V . Only if De(x,x
′) = De(x)δ(x − x′), Eq.77
reduces to
F = 1
2
∫
V
εT (x)De(x)ε(x)dx =
∫
V
F [ε(x),x]dx, (79)
where F(ε,x) = 1
2
εTDe(x)ε.
It can be assumed that the interaction effects decay with distance between the two points
x and x′, i.e.,
De(x,x
′) = Deα(x,x′), (80)
where α is certain attenuation function satisfying the normalizing condition∫
V
α(x,x′) dx′ = 1. (81)
α is also called the nonlocal weight function or the nonlocal averaging function, and is often
assumed to have the form of Gauss distribution function
α∞(r) = (l
√
2pi)−Ndim exp(− r
2
2l2
), (82)
where l is the parameter with the dimension of length, Ndim the number of spatial dimen-
sions. For reasons of computational efficiency, the attenuation function is often selected as
the finite support, e.g., the polynomial bell-shaped function,
α(r) = c
(
max(0, 1− r
2
R2
)
)2
, (83)
where c is determined by the normalizing condition Eq.81.
Then the stress-strain law reads
σ(x) =
∫
V
Deα(x,x
′)ε(x′) dx′ = De
∫
V
α(x,x′)ε(x′) dx′ = Deε¯(x), (84)
where
ε¯(x) =
∫
V
α(x,x′)ε(x′) dx′ (85)
is the nonlocal strain.
With the aid of nonlocal operator and its variation,
ε =
1
2
(∇¯u + (∇¯u)T )
δ¯ε =
1
2
(∇¯δ¯u + (∇¯δ¯u)T ),
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where ∇¯δ¯u is the nonlocal gradient operator in Eq.6, the residual and tangent stiffness
matrix of nonlocal energy functional Eq.77 are
Rg = δ¯F =
∑
x∈V
∑
x′∈V
εT (x)De(x,x
′)δ¯ε(x′)∆Vx′∆Vx (86)
Kg = δ¯
2F =
∑
x∈V
∑
x′∈V
δ¯εT (x)De(x,x
′)δ¯ε(x′)∆Vx′∆Vx. (87)
It is found that the tangent stiffness matrix for nonlocal elasticity is equivalent to the
matrix multiplication on the variational form of the nonlocal operator on each particle. The
Neumann boundary conditions and Dirichlet boundary conditions can be applied directly
on the residual and stiffness matrix.
6.5. Nonhomogeneous biharmonic equation
This example tests the nonlocal Hessian operator. The nonhomogeneous biharmonic
equation reads
∇2∇2w = q0, (x, y) ∈ (0, 1)× (−1/2, 1/2) (88)
with boundary conditions
w(x,−1/2) = w(x, 1/2) = 0, x ∈ [0, 1]
w(0, y) = w(1, y) = 0, y ∈ [−1/2, 1/2].
This biharmonic equation corresponds to the simply support square plate subjected to uni-
form load with parameters such as length a = 1 m, thickness t = 0.01 m, uniform pressure
q0=-100 N, Poisson ratio ν = 0, elastic modulus E = 30 GPa and D0 =
Et3
12(1−ν2) .
The analytic solution for this plate is denoted by [26]
w =
4q0a
4
pi5D0
∞∑
m=1,3,···
1
m5
(
1− αm tanhαm + 2
2 coshαm
cosh
2αmy
a
+
αm
2 coshαm
2y
a
sinh
2αmy
a
)
sin
mpix
a
,
(89)
where αm =
mpi
2
.
The equivalent energy functional of Eq.88 is
F =
∫
Ω
(1
2
(∇2w)T (∇2w)− q0w
)
dΩ.
With the aid of nonlocal Hessian operator ∇¯2w and its variation ∇¯2δ¯w, the residual and
tangent stiffness matrix can be obtained with ease
Rg = δ¯F =
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆Vx
(
(∇¯2w)T (∇¯2δ¯w)− q0δ¯w
)
Kg = δ¯
2F =
∑
∆Vx∈Ω
∆Vx(∇¯2δ¯w)T ∇¯2δ¯w.
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Figure 10: (a) Deflection of section y = 0 under different discretizations. (b) Contour of the deflection w
for discretization of 20x20.
The plate is discretized uniformly and the support radius is selected as h = 2.2∆x. The
weight function is w(r) = 1
r2
. The second-order hourglass control is exploited. The calcu-
lation of the nonlocal Hessian operator is given in Appendix A. The deflection curves for
several discretizations are compared with the analytic solution in Fig.10(b). The contour of
the deflection field for discretization of 20× 20 is shown in Fig.10(b).
6.6. 2D solid beam
A two-dimensional cantilever beam loaded at the end with pure shear traction force is
considered. The beam with dimensions of height of D = 12m, length of L = 48 m and shear
load of parabola distribution. The analytical solution for the beam is [27, 28]
ux =
Py
6EI
[
(6L− 3x)x+ (2 + ν)(y2 − d
2
4
)
]
(90)
uy = − P
6EI
[
3νy2(L− x) + (4 + 5ν)d
2x
4
+ (3L− x)x2] (91)
σxx(x, y) =
P (L− x)y
I
, σyy(x, y) = 0, τxy(x, y) = − P
2I
(d2
4
− y2), (92)
where (x, y) ∈ [0, L] × [−D/2, D/2], P = −1000 N,I = d3
12
and material parameters E =
108Pa,ν = 0.3. The particles on the left boundary are constrained by the exact displacements
from Eq.90 and Eq.91 and the loading on the right boundary follows Eq.92.
Several discretizations with different particle grids ∆x ∈ {D/5, D/10, D/20, D/30, D/60}
are tested. The displacement and stress for discretization 10× 40 and 20× 80 are shown in
Fig.11 and Fig.12, respectively. Good agreements are obtained between the numerical results
and analytical results. The L2-norm of displacement field with approximately convergent
rate of r = 0.882 is shown in Fig.13.
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Figure 11: Beam under discretization 10 × 40. (a) Displacement in y-direction for points on x = 0; (b)
displacement in x-direction for points on y = L/2; (c) stress in x-direction for points on y = L/2.
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Figure 12: Beam under discretization 20 × 80. (a) Displacement in y-direction for points on x = 0; (b)
displacement in x-direction for points on y = L/2; (c) stress in x-direction for points on y = L/2.
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Figure 13: Convergence of displacement on L2-norm.
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Figure 14: (a) Setup of the plate with a hole; (b) discretization of the plate.
6.7. Plate with hole in tension
This section solves the infinite plate with hole in tension and compares the numerical
results by current method with that by analytical solutions. One quarter of the plate is
modeled. For particles on y = 0 (x = 0) are fixed in y-direction (x-direction) by penalty
method. The radius of the hole is a = 1 and the length of the plate is L = 5. The stresses
in Cartesian coordinates [29] are
σxx(r, θ) = T − T a
2
r2
(
3
2
cos 2θ + cos 4θ) + T
3a4
2r4
cos 4θ,
σyy(r, θ) = −T a
2
r2
(
1
2
cos 2θ − cos 4θ)− T 3a
4
2r4
cos 4θ, (93)
τxy(r, θ) = −T a
2
r2
(
1
2
sin 2θ + sin 4θ) + T
3a4
2r4
sin 4θ
For plane stress conditions, the displacement can be expressed as
ux(r, θ) =
Ta
8µ
(
r
a
(κ+ 1) cos θ +
2a
r
((1 + κ) cos θ + cos 3θ)− 2a
3
r3
cos 3θ
)
,
uy(r, θ) =
Ta
8µ
(
r
a
(κ− 3) sin θ + 2a
r
((1− κ) sin θ + sin 3θ)− 2a
3
r3
sin 3θ
)
(94)
where µ = E
2(1+ν)
, and κ = 3−ν
1+ν
.
For particles on y = L(x = L) are applied with the surface traction force calculated by
Eq.93. The discretization with 11 nodes on left edge is shown in Fig.14(b). It should be
noted that only the nodes are used and the area associated to nodes are constructed from
the element area. The material parameters are E = 1000, ν = 0.3. Three cases with total
525,2050,8019 nodes, respectively, are tested. The displacement and stress on polar coordi-
nate r = 2a are compared with the analytical solutions, as shown in Figs.(15(a),15(b),15(c)).
The L2 norm of the displacement field by Eq.69 are (0.0803,0.0371,0.0217) for three cases,
respectively.
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Figure 15: Exact results vs. numerical results. (a) ur for points on r = 2a; (b) uθ for points on r = 2a; (c)
σθθ for points on r = 2a.
7. Conclusions
We propose a nonlocal operator method for solving PDEs. The fundamental consituents
in nonlocal operator method include the support, dual-support, nonlocal operators and
hourglass energy functional. The support is the basis to define the nonlocal operators.
The nonlocal operator is a generalization of the conventional differential operators. Under
certain conditions such as support decreasing to an infinitesimal or linear field, the nonlocal
operators converge to the local operators. On the other hand, the nonlocal operator is still
valid in the case of field involving discontinuity since the nonlocal operator is defined by
integral form. The dual-support as the dual concept of support allows the inhomogeneous
discretization of the computational domain. The dual-support contributes to deriving the
nonlocal strong discrete or continuous forms of different functionals by means of variational
principles.
The nonlocal operator is defined at one point but interacts with any other points in its
support domain through nonlocal interactions. In this paper, the continuous form is solved
by discretizing the computational domain into particles, and finally results in a discrete
system based on nodal integration. Nodal integration method suffers the rank deficiency and
hourglass mode (or zero-energy mode). In order to remove the hourglass mode, the hourglass
energy functional is proposed, which can suppress the hourglass modes in implicit/explicit
analysis.
The nonlocal operator method is consistent with the variational principle. The residual
and tangent stiffness can be obtained with some matrix multiplication on common terms
such as physical constitutions and nonlocal operators with variation. The nonlocal operator
can be used to replace the traditional local operator of one-order or higher orders and thus
obtains the discrete algebraic system of the PDEs with ease. In the example of nonlocal linear
elasticity theory, the nonlocal operator method obtains the residual and tangent stiffness
matrix concisely.
Several numerical examples include the deflection of cantilever beam and plate, the
Poisson equation in 2D and eigenvalue problem, the problems in linear elastic mechanics are
presented to illustrate the capabilities of the nonlocal operator method.
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Appendix A. Nonlocal Hessian operator in 1D,2D
In the case of 1 dimension, all operators are scalar-type. The second derivative and its
variation in 1D can be written as
d2u
dx2
= 2
∫
S
w(r)ur(r
2 − K3
K2
r)dV ·K−14 (A.1)
∇¯2δ¯u = 2
∫
S
w(r)(δ¯u′ − δ¯u)(r2 − K3
K2
r)dV ·K−14 . (A.2)
For simplicity, we consider Hessian operator in two dimensions, i.e. r = (x, y)T . The
2-order shape tensor is
K2 =
∑
S
w(r)∆V ′
[
x2 xy
xy y2
]
. (A.3)
The 3-order shape tensor is
K3 = (K
x
3 ,K
y
3) =
(∑
S
w(r)∆V ′x
[
x2 xy
xy y2
]
,
∑
S
w(r)∆V ′y
[
x2 xy
xy y2
])
. (A.4)
Therefore, the calculation of K3K
−1
2 r is
K3K
−1
2 r = (K
x
3K
−1
2 r,K
y
3K
−1
2 r). (A.5)
The 4-order shape tensor is
K4 =
[
Kxx4 K
xy
4
Kyx4 K
yy
4
]
=
∑
S
w(r)∆V ′
x
2
[
x2 xy
xy y2
]
xy
[
x2 xy
xy y2
]
yx
[
x2 xy
xy y2
]
y2
[
x2 xy
xy y2
]
 . (A.6)
It should be noted that the rank of K4 is 3 since there are only three independent vari-
ables in the 2D nonlocal Hessian operator where ∂
2δu
∂x∂y
= ∂
2δu
∂y∂x
. It is convenient to write
∇2δu = ( ∂2δu
∂x∂x
, ∂
2δu
∂x∂y
, ∂
2δu
∂y∂y
).
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